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		Have you ever been in a hurry and pounded in a nail using something other than a
	
		hammer? Or perhaps settled an argument concerning distances with “the length of my
	
		arm is about 20 inches, and that’s about two arm lengths...”? You might not be willing
	
		to fall for such obviously flawed shortcuts, but as your humble author, I will admit that
	
		I have.
	


	
		There is elegance to using the right tool for the job. And, just like a hammer or a tape
	
		measure, programming languages are tools like any other. Throughout this book, you
	
		will discover that although F# isn’t the best tool for every situation, it is the perfect tool
	
		for some situations.
	


	
		This book is about showing you how to use the F# programming language as a general
	
		purpose tool, with an emphasis on the specific domains where it can lead to dramatic
	
		boosts in productivity.
	


	
		Along the way, you will pick up a knack for functional programming, a semi-mysterious
	
		collection of concepts that can help you rethink your programs regardless of the host
	
		programming language.
	
		Why learn F#? With this guide, you’ll learn how this multi-paradigm language not only offers you an enormous productivity boost through functional programming, but also lets you develop applications using your existing object-oriented and imperative programming skills. You’ll quickly discover the many advantages of the language, including access to all the great tools and libraries of the .NET platform.

	
		Reap the benefits of functional programming for your next project, whether you’re writing concurrent code, or building data- or math-intensive applications. With this comprehensive book, former F# team member Chris Smith gives you a head start on the fundamentals and walks you through advanced concepts of the F# language.

		
			Learn F#’s unique characteristics for building applications
	
			Gain a solid understanding of F#’s core syntax, including object-oriented and imperative styles
	
			Make your object-oriented code better by applying functional programming patterns
	
			Use advanced functional techniques, such as tail-recursion and computation expressions
	
			Take advantage of multi-core processors with asynchronous workflows and parallel programming
	
			Use new type providers for interacting with web services and information-rich environments
	
			Learn how well F# works as a scripting language
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Digital Speech: Coding for Low Bit Rate Communication Systems, 2nd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Building on the success of the first edition Digital Speech offers extensive new, updated and revised material based upon the latest research. This Second Edition continues to provide the fundamental technical background required for low bit rate speech coding and the hottest developments in digital speech coding techniques that...
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System Modeling and Control with Resource-Oriented Petri Nets (Automation and Control Engineering)CRC Press, 2009
Petri nets are widely used in modeling, analysis, and control of discrete event systems arising from manufacturing, transportation, computer and communication networks, and web service systems. However, Petri net models for practical systems can be very large, making it difficult to apply such models to real-life problems.

System...
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The Battle for Barrels: Peak Oil Myths & World Oil FuturesProfile Books Ltd, 2009

	
		The Battle for Barrels demonstrates that the doom and gloom of the peak oil theory is mistaken. Duncan Clarke rebuts the arguments of peak oil’s adherents and discusses the issues they ignore—rising prices, new or future technologies, potential improved exploration, access to restricted world oil zones, changes in...
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Adobe Creative Suite 5 Design Premium Digital Classroom, (Book and Video Training)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Adobe Creative Suite 5 (CS5) Design Premium is the leading software package for creating print, Web, and interactive content. It includes the perfect creative tools for designing and manipulating images, creating print layouts, building and maintaining web sites, and creating interactive and animated content. CS5 Design Premium includes the...
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MCTS Windows Vista Client Configuration Passport (Exam 70-620)McGraw-Hill, 2007
From the #1 Name in Professional Certification
 

Get on the fast track to becoming a Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist with this affordable, portable study tool. Inside, Microsoft Certified Trainer Brian Culp will guide you on your career path, providing expert tips and sound advice along the way. With an...
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Personality and Intellectual CompetenceLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005
After a century of psychometric testing (Binet, 1903), the prediction of
future achievement still remains a relatively unaddressed issue. In applied
settings, workers in organizations and academic institutions are
uncertain about the choice of robust instruments to maximize the prediction
of success and failure. At a theoretical...
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